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Prostate cancer market report covers a detailed quantitative analysis of the

current market and estimations.

PORTLAND, OREGON, UNITED STATES, August 5, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/

-- Prostate cancer market is poised to grow at an exponential pace,

primarily due to the mounting prevalence of prostate cancer, rapidly aging

population and strong bolstering pipeline. The market would undergo a transformation during

the analysis period, attributed by emerging product launches and line extensions opted for

existing therapies. Limited treatment options along with a booming patient pool has generated

the need for novel effective therapies with enhanced survival benefits and minimal adverse

effects.
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The unmet medical need for complete treatment would provide lucrative growth opportunities

for innovators to address the untapped market potential in future. Furthermore, developing

regions with rapid urbanization, sedentary lifestyle, rising awareness and improving healthcare
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access would offer attractive opportunities for innovators.

As the market mainly depends on improved overall survival, managing the drug lifecycle would

be a key challenge for innovators to sustain in the prostate cancer market. Further, looming

patent cliffs of leading drugs such as Zytiga, would translate into an opportunity for new

entrants.

Few of the key strategies adopted by leading players in the market are new product launch and

acquisitions. In August 2013, Johnson and Johnson acquired Aragon Pharmaceuticals (developing

the late-stage prostate cancer molecule, ARN-509). Recently, Astellas in collaboration with

Medivation launched Xtandi in various countries for the treatment of metastatic CRPC.
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•	A comprehensive analysis helps to identify the key market trends and dynamics in the global

Prostate Cancer market

•	Extensive research is done for the market by therapy type which instils a clear understanding

regarding the currently used hormonal therapy and targeted therapy drugs, evolving role of

immunotherapies and in-line extensions opted for existing drugs

•	The studies evaluating competitive landscape and value chain has been taken into account in

this report to help in understanding the competitive environment across the geographies

•	The prostate cancer market scenario is comprehensively analyzed in accordance with the key

regions

•	The report covers the detailed quantitative analysis of the current market and estimations

through 2014-2020, which would enable the stakeholders to capitalize on prevailing market

opportunities

•	Owing to an emerging pipeline in the prostate cancer market, clinical studies have also been

taken into account to better understand the market potential and opportunities

•	Competitive intelligence highlights the business practises followed by leading market players

across geographies

•	A detailed SWOT analysis enables to study the internal environment of the leading companies

for strategy formulation
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Allied Market Research (AMR) is a full-service market research and business-consulting wing of
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Allied Analytics LLP based in Portland, Oregon. Allied Market Research provides global

enterprises as well as medium and small businesses with unmatched quality of "Market

Research Reports" and "Business Intelligence Solutions." AMR has a targeted view to provide

business insights and consulting to assist its clients to make strategic business decisions and

achieve sustainable growth in their respective market domains. AMR offers its services across 11

industry verticals including Life Sciences, Consumer Goods, Materials & Chemicals, Construction

& Manufacturing, Food & Beverages, Energy & Power, Semiconductor & Electronics, Automotive

& Transportation, ICT & Media, Aerospace & Defense, and BFSI.

We are in professional corporate relations with various companies and this helps us in digging

out market data that helps us generate accurate research data tables and confirms utmost

accuracy in our market forecasting. Allied Market Research CEO Pawan Kumar is instrumental in

inspiring and encouraging everyone associated with the company to maintain high quality of

data and help clients in every way possible to achieve success. Each and every data presented in

the reports published by us is extracted through primary interviews with top officials from

leading companies of the domain concerned. Our secondary data procurement methodology

includes deep online and offline research and discussion with knowledgeable professionals and

analysts in the industry.
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